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Investigation into the Export of American Horses from Texas to Mexico for 
Slaughter 
January 2007 – External Report 
 
1. Observation of “Rockingh Livestock Co”  horse collecting station in Presidio, Texas 
 
1/28/07 

 
There are two signs at the entrance:             
 
Rockingh Livestock Co.  
Tel: 915 229 3696 
 
Big Bend Cattle Comp 
 
Facilities: 
The animals are kept outside in different pens on soil ground. No shelter.  
 

     
 
Identification of horses: 
We count approx. 160 horses of different ages and breeds. All horses have the green US slaughter tag.  
Furthermore there are two white Beltex stickers on each horse. 
 
Health condition of horses: 
Several horses have strong nasal discharge. 
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We observe several injured horses: 
 
1. Black horse- sex unknown, number on green tag: USCF 3209 
 

� Wound with yellowish discharge at the fetlock joint, left fore limb, swelling of the joint and area above.  
� Deep laceration in the area of the right knee, swelling of the knee.  
� Both hind limbs are swollen. 
� All 4 legs must be sore, the horse walks very stiff 
� Wound above the right eye  
 

 
 

      
          wound above right eye 
 
 

   
Wound at fetlock joint, left           wound at right knee, inner part 
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       2. Dark brown horse, sex unknown –  

Number on green tag: USCF 3220 
White tag marked: Beltex No. 1884 
� Severe laceration at the left knee, open joint, bleeding had already stopped, yellowish discharge, horse     

tries not to put any weight on this leg.  
� Wound at the back side of right forearm with discharge, swelling of the knee, lameness  
� Both hind limbs swollen up to the hock joints  
� Left side of the face is covered with dried blood, but we could not see a wound.  
 

     
      Swollen hind limbs 

    
Beltex – no.1884   USCF 3220 
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3. Dark brown horse, sex unknown.  
Number on green tag; USDF 7286 
White tag marked: Beltex No. 1805 

 
� Laceration in the area of the left hock joint with yellow discharge and swelling, very lame, horse can 

not put any weight on this leg.  
 
 

    
 lifting up his left hind limb        wound at the left hock joint 
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Beltex number 1805 
 
 
4. White and brown horse (foal), sex unknown 
Number on green tag: USDG 5951 

 
- Punctual wound on inner part of left fore limb with swelling of the fore limb, 
- Wound above right eye, area around eye is swollen, wound is infected with pus. 

 

      
Wound on left fore limb 

 

       
Wound above right eye     tag no. 5951 
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5. Brown horse, sex unknown.  
Number on tag: USDG 5956 (was in the same pen as horse no. 4). 

 
� Injury on right side of face, infected, pus discharge. 

 
  

      
 
 
Information received by a worker: 

- Horses originate from Fort Davis (Texas) 
- Horses are destined for slaughter in Mexico 
- There will be a transport tomorrow, Monday, 29 January 2007 
- The boss is not present. 

 
We attempt to reach a vet from the USDA office at the nearby border crossing, but it is closed on Sundays.  
 
We inform the police officers present at the border, Mr. Smutz and Mr. Faupel, about the situation. They call the 
Deputy Sheriff of Presidio, Marco Baeca (Tel. Presidio county Sheriff office: 432-729 4308). Upon Mr. Baeca’s 
arrival, he assures us that he will take action and let us know the results.  
 
3.15 – 8.30 pm 
We are waiting at the main road near the holding pen for trucks to leave the premises, however, no trucks are 
observed.  
 
We receive information from US customs that the USDA office opens at 9 am and closes at 4.30 pm. 
 
We are informed by Mexican customs that the vet office opens at 9 am. Furthermore, we are told that livestock 
trucks can not cross the border at night, because both agencies as well as the vet office are closed. 
 
7:30 pm 
The deputy Sheriff informs us over the phone that he went to the holding pen, but the owner was not there and he 
was unable to reach him via telephone. He promises he would contact the owner the next morning. 
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1/29/07 
 
 
7:40 am 
2 empty trucks (presumably horse trucks) are parked at the loading ramps of the company “Rockingh Livestock 
Co”/“Big Bend cattle comp.” 
 
7:50 am 
The trucks mentioned before leave the premises. They are empty. 
� license plates: T44129 (Truck) / CSP Y 51 Texas (Trailer), purple cab with inscription „Ellis Rodeo Cattle, 
Co. Scurry“,  white one-compartment trailer 
 
� License plate: CYX V49 Texas, (Trailer), blue cab, silver one-compartment trailer. 
 
9:15 am 
We meet the deputy Sheriff at the holding pen. He says he has informed the vet and the injured horses will be 
treated. He says he has no power to decide, if these horses will be loaded on trucks to Mexico. 
 
9:30 am 
Two trucks loaded with horses are parked at the loading ramps of the Rockingh Livestock pens. 
 
 
Information received at the USDA office on American side of the border in Presidio: 

 
We speak to the USDA officer Jenny Jones, who is responsible for imports of fruits, plants and carcasses. 
According to her they are not responsible for exports of animals. We ask to talk to the veterinarian Dr. 
Brown. We are informed that Dr. Brown has called the Austin office and was also told that he is not 
responsible for exports.   
 
We ourselves tried to call the USDA Veterinary Service in Austin (512 3832408) several times to request them 
to have the USDA at the border to check on the horse trucks. First we are given the number of Dr. Deborah 
Truhill (Tel: 512 383 2411), who connects us to Dr. Grinnsbean and Dr. Ugstad. But both times the answering 
machine is turned on.  
 
11:08 pm 
Empty horse truck leaves the pen. 
� license plates: 20Y 224 (Truck) / 45797Y (Trailer), purple cab, grey one-compartment trailer, inscription on 
right side of cab “Beltex Corp. Fort Worth“ 
 
The truck heads in the direction of Marfa, TX and stops at the restaurant “Oasis“  
There is another empty horse truck parked at the restaurant. 
 
� License plate: 20Y 172 (Truck), black cab, one-compartment trailer 
 
We observe the pen for the rest of the day and Monday night. There is no more activity. 
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1/30/ 07 
 
12:33 pm 
An empty livestock truck arrives at Rockingh pen. 
� It is a blue cab with a silver trailer. 
 
12:40 pm 
The same blue cab leaves the pen without the trailer. 
 
1:20 pm 
� The blue cab brings a second empty trailer to the pen  
 
1:33 pm 
� The blue cab leaves the pen without the trailer. We follow it and it crosses the border into Mexico. 
License plate of cab: 718 EM 6; Inscription on the two “Transportes J. Rodriguez, (626)453-21-83, Ojinaga, 
Chihuahua” 
 
2:52 pm 
� The blue cab brings the third empty trailer to the pen.  
 
5:00 pm 
Horses are driven to the back of the pens, where there is a loading ramp. We hear horses being loaded onto a 
truck, but cannot see it.  
 
5:20 pm 
� The truck, which had just been loaded at the back of the pens, drives towards the front. 
 
6:17 pm 
� Two other trucks loaded with horses drive from the back of the pens to the front. 
 
6:32 pm 
���� 4 trailers loaded with horses on two decks come from the Rockingh pen and turn onto the main road.  
 
1st Truck:  
License plate: 854 EM 6 (Truck), light blue cab, silver one-compartment trailer, inscription on back of trailer 
“CHAVEZ, Parral, Chih., tels (152) 3-01-37    3-08-26    3-21-75” 
 
2nd Truck:  
License plate: 718 EM6 (Truck)/ 817 WE 1 (Trailer), blue cab, silver one-compartment trailer, the inscription on 
back of trailer is identical to one on the 1st truck. 
 
3rd Truck:  
License plate: 815 WE 1 (Truck) / 605 EM 3 (Trailer); white and green cab; inscription on right door of cab 
“Transportes Javier Rodriguez”, silver one-compartment trailer, the inscription on back of trailer is identical to 
the one on 1st truck. 
 
4th Truck:  
License plate: 848 UZ 4 (Trailer); white and grey cab, inscription on left side of cab’s door “Transportes Javier 
Rodriguez, ICC MX 240973, US DOT 557589Z, Cd Ojinaga Chih. Mex.”, silver one-compartment trailer, the 
inscription on back of trailer is identical to the one on the 1st truck. 
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(There is a dark red pick-up following the trucks for a while: license plate: DR 75 804) 
 

 
Convoy of 4 double-deck horse trucks driving from “Rockingh Livestock” pen in Presidio towards the  
border of Mexico.  

    
 

 
 
6:43 pm 
Arrival at US side of border. All trucks stop for approx. 5 minutes. No veterinary inspection, probably they 
handed papers in. 
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6:55 pm 
Trucks enter inspection area (probably only customs inspection) on Mexican side of border.  
 
The four trucks exit the inspection area at 6:58 pm, 7:04 pm, 7:20 pm and at 7:32 pm. 
 
Approximately a half mile after the border (on right side of road) all four trucks turn right at a sign “SERPA – 
Punto de Verificacion Zoosanitario” and stop at a parking lot. 
 
It is dark by now.  Several cars stop next to the trucks and leave again. Just one of the trucks is checked with a 
torch; most probably it is the driver who checks on the horses. Since he checks repeatedly one spot, there might 
be a problem with a horse.  
 
8:04 pm 
All 4 trucks leave the parking lot. 
 
After 0.1 mile, they all turn left in direction “Cetis 89” and shortly after turn left again at the sign for “Elmulato”. 
 
8:15 pm 
The trucks enter a fenced veterinary inspection facility: 
 “ Stacion cuarentenaria. Unidad Ganadera regional de Chihuahua”. 
 
We stay outside. A man, who introduces himself as Carlos Chavez from Parral (Chihuahua) and owner of the 
trucks, leaves the premises and talks to us. Information received: 
 

- 27 to 30 horses are loaded per truck 
- He is only the hauler, the horses are owned by the slaughterhouse 
- Owner of horses and buyer for the slaughterhouse in Fresnillo is called “Pancho” 
- It is not allowed to use bedding inside the trailers when crossing the border USA/MX 
- Horses go to the slaughterhouse in Fresnillo (Mexico) 
- his trucks are 45 feet long 
- A vet from Marfa (Texas, 60 miles from Presidio) came to “fix up” the injured horses. 
- Mexican cattle to be exported to USA are also checked at this “quarantine facility” 

 
Carlos claims he will ask “Pancho” to stop the trucks after exiting the quarantine facility so that we can have a 
look at the horses.  
 
9:35 pm 
The 4 trucks leave the quarantine facility and continue transport. They do not stop after exiting the facility. We 
follow. 
 
10:25 pm 
Trucks arrive at what seems to be the Mexican customs (“Aduana Mexico”) and have to wait in line for a few 
minutes. We get out of the car to check on some of the horses: 
 

- Loading density is low 
- Absolutely no bedding is used 
- We do not observe a horse laying down 
- Horses are untied 
-      There are several horses on the upper level 
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Horse truck (license plate Trailer: 817 WE 1) USA to Mexico – no bedding.  
 
Afterwards, we decide to return to Texas, since the other investigators will be waiting at the slaughterhouse.  
 
1/31/07 
 
10:15 am 
 
USDA office at the US border in Presidio  
We meet again with USDA officer Jeanene M. (Jenny) Jones and inform her about the 4 illegal trucks, which 
crossed the border yesterday evening. In addition, we show her the Commercial Transportation of Equines for 
Slaughter Regulations. She gets supervisor Mr. Faupel and the two of them disappear.  
 
Finally, Mrs. Jones comes back to the office and states that she is indeed responsible according 9 CFR Part 88.  
As a matter of fact, she says, they can charge them up to $5.000 per horse loaded on the second level. She will 
discuss the issue and try to arrange that horse trucks will only be allowed to cross the border during USDA office 
hours. 
 
Customs: 
We also provide the border officer in charge with a copy of  the Commercial Transportation of Equines for 
Slaughter Regulations. 
 
Veterinarian Office, border Presidio, Mexican side: 
There is a vet office directly at the border:  “Servicio Nacional de Sanidad, Senasica” The vet, Mr. Jesus Enrique 
RAMOS is not present. We speak to an employee, who tells us, that only the papers are checked here. He does 
not know, if it is illegal to ship horses on double deck in Mexico; he does not even know, if there is an animal 
welfare during transport legislation in Mexico. We should address further questions to the Veterinarian.  
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5. Observation of FRESNILLO Horse Slaughterhouse, Mexico 
 
1/27/07 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
Empacadora de Carnes de Fresnillo S.A. de CV, 
Avenida Plateros 708 
Fresnillo Centro, CP. 99000 
Zacatecas, Mexico. 
Phone: 493-93-20055 
Fax:- 493-93-20160  
Email: canazac@hotmail.canaza 
Jose Luis Martinez Bernal, Manager 
 
There is only one entrance into the premises. The premises borders the road to Avenida Plateros on the eastern 
boundary, but it is set back from the road on the south, west and north boundaries. The whole block is protected 
by a high wall with barbed wire and too high to see over.  
 
Observations: 
There are about 10-12 large holding pens. The remaining area is taken up by the slaughter house facility. Not all 
the pens are being used at this time, but half of the pens that are in use are quite crowded with horses. There are 
approximately 250-300 horses in these pens. We enter the premises on foot. We ask the security guard if we 
could meet with any of the managers. We are told that because it is Saturday there is no one to talk to and we 
would have to return on Monday. He would not let us enter to view the horses because this is ‘private property’. 
He informs us that they do not slaughter on Saturdays or Sundays. During the week, some days they slaughter, 
some days they don’t.  
 
1/28/07 
We return to the slaughter house at 8.30 am to see if there is any vehicle activity, but there is nobody except the 
security guard. Driving around the perimeter we notice an open gate in the wall on the southern boundary. The 
space inside appears to be used for vehicle storage. It is possible to obtain some footage of the pens and the 
horses. The horses are still to far away to see their condition. It is possible however to see that some of the horses 
are quite thin and other horses have their heads hanging low and generally have the appearance of not being 
well.  
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9. Observation of JEREZ Horse Slaughter House, Mexico    
 

 
1/28/07  
 
Location/ Contact Information: 
 
Carnicos de Jerez S.A. de CV 
Carretera a Jerez KM. 27.5 
Jerez, CP 99380 
Zacatecas, Mexico 
Phone: 494-94-54046 
Email: canazac1@prodigy.canaza or canazac1@prodigy.net.mx 
Manager: Adriana Solana N 
 
The slaughter house is situated on the south side of town. The main slaughter facility and administration 
buildings are located closest to the road. There are 2 entrances side by side, with security control in between 
them. The left entrance leads into the slaughter/admin area and the right leads to the unloading area and holding 
pens.  
 
There are about six large pens. The pens contain around 200 horses and the pens are not particularly crowded. 
There is an empty water trough in each pen.  
 
All horses are in poor condition.  Most of them are very thin and hang their heads down, with their ears pointing 
downwards. Some of the horses are extremely thin and their ribs show clearly through the skin. A brown horse 
in particular is incredibly thin and looks very weak. 
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 One horse is lying on the ground, breathing heavily. Many of the horses show old and new wounds on their 
bodies. A black horse has a swollen back leg and limps badly.  
 

          
 
There is a foetal sack lying on the ground containing the dead horse foetus. This proves that horses are 
transported pregnant.  In an aisle beside the pen, a black horse is lying and she is just barely breathing. She is 
still there and alive the next day. 
 

          
 
A majority of the horses have the green US slaughter sticker on them, USCF or USDI and 4 numbers. 
There are also old US auction numbers still attached to a couple of horses. Many of the horses are branded with a 
‘C’; others have a ‘M’. 
 
There is a small livestock truck backed up to the slaughter house.  This truck contains a sick and downed horse, 
which is pulled out the following day, after being left in the truck all night.  
 
We leave the premises at 12.30 pm and park within sight to observe any vehicle activity. No vehicles enter the 
premises.                    
 
1/29/07 
 
6.30 am 
There are only 2 employees present, the security guard and a worker from the pen area. The other workers start 
to enter the premises at 7.30 am. At 8 am there are many workers in white coats walking around the buildings 
and 2 workers are at the pen area.  
© Copyright Animals’ Angels USA 
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8.30 am 
The workers bring a flat trolley up to the black horse that was lying in the aisle yesterday and barely breathing. 
We could see them pulling the horse manually onto the trolley and then pushing the trolley to a shutter door 
beside the slaughter house. The black horse is still alive and she struggles with her legs, while they pull her off 
the trolley. Afterwards, the workers return with the trolley to the pens to load a white horse. They are pulling and 
lifting for about ten minutes to get her onto the trolley. They then move the trolley to the same place where the 
downed black horse is lying, but they leave the white horse on the trolley. The white horse is able to get most of 
her body up, but her legs can not lift her. She eventually falls off the trolley. 
 

 
 

9.10 am 
The shutter door opens and a worker pulls a cable from inside the building. The worker attaches a loop of the 
cable to the leg of the black horse. He then stands back and operates the cable winch. The horse is slowly 
dragged on her back by her leg to the edge of the raised platform in front of the shutter. The cable then pulls the 
horse up the side of the platform, while the worker moves her trapped legs over the edge. The horse kicks her 
legs as she is dragged. She is dragged over the edge and into the building. The cable is unattached and pulled out 
to the white horse. The loop is put around her leg and she is dragged sitting, to and over the platform into the 
building. She struggles, but appears too weak to put up much of a fight. Both horses have their heads dragged 
along the ground. 
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The workers then go to the small truck that is parked besides the building since yesterday and with huge effort 
they manage to push a brown horse out of the truck and she falls heavily to the ground on her side. She is unable 
to rise. Again, a cable is attached and she is dragged into the same building. She struggles as she is dragged. The 
shutter door closes at 9.30 am. 

 
After chatting with the guard for a while he allows us to look at the horses in the pens and gives us a ‘visitors’ 
pass. He also informs us that there are 200 horses present at the moment and that they only slaughter on random 
days, maybe 3 days a week. He confirms that horses are brought here from the US on 2-3 trucks a week, 
usually Saturday and Wednesday and that they load on 2 decks. The transporters load about 72 horses 
each.   
 
The pen closest to the slaughter house is covered with horses tails, laid out to dry. The walkways and small pens 
in this area appear to be in good condition and clean. One of the pens contains the horses that have been weighed 
and are waiting to go into the slaughter house. There are 3 horse heads, 2 on the ground and one in a hole 
through to the main slaughter area. We arrive at the slaughter area and 2 horse carcasses are hanging up. The 
area appears to be quite clean and reasonably modern. Inside the stunning box, the 3rd horse is still left inside 
alive. It appears to be the very thin horse that we saw in the pens yesterday. There is a captive bolt pistol on the 
shelf beside the stunning box with some cartridges. There is also a pile of removed green stickers with USCF on. 
The brown horse looks terrified.  
 
 

 
 
We are not able to wait here until the end of the lunch break, therefore we return to the pens. The security guard 
tells us to go back to the gate.  We leave the premises at 11.30 am.  
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Conclusions:  
 
1. The investigation showed several serious animal welfare concerns during the commercial transportation of 
equines for slaughter that need to be addressed: 
 

- Horses unable to bear weight on all four limbs were transported. 
- Horses unable to walk unassisted were transported. 
- Horses likely to give birth during the trip were transported. 
- Horses were transported on a conveyance that had the animal cargo space divided into two stacked 

levels.  
- Horses have not been provided appropriate food, potable water and the opportunity to rest prior to being 

loaded on the conveyance.  
-  

 
All this is clearly a violation of the Commercial Transportation of Equines for Slaughter Regulations. (9 CFR 
Part 88) 
 
2. Furthermore, the investigation revealed that important animal welfare regulations are often unknown by local 
authorities such as police and USDA officers.  How can existing laws be enforced if the authority in charge is 
not aware of the existence of the law? 
 
3. Our investigation showed that American horses are transported to slaughter facilities in Mexico on a regular 
basis. Since there is no adequate animal welfare law in Mexico, the conditions for the animals at these slaughter 
houses are very poor. Therefore, in our opinion it is extremely important that the Horse Slaughter Ban clearly 
addresses this issue and prohibits any export of live horses to Mexico.  
 
 
Investigation report provided by: 
 
Sonja Grawe 
Head of Investigation  
Animals’ Angels USA 
Sonja@animals-angels.de 
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